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I. GENERAL INFORMATION

Saint Petersburg University invites undergraduate and graduate students to take part in the
International Student Law Conference (iSLaCo) on the topic "Law Through the Centuries: Progress
Based on Traditions" (dedicated to the 300th anniversary of the University).

The Conference is scheduled on the 12-13th of April and will be held offline at the Faculty
of Law of St. Petersburg State University. Online participation is allowed in exceptional cases under
prior approval of the Organizing Committee.

Within the framework of the Сonference the following formats of participation are available:

- as a speaker in the discussion section

- as a listener

Languages used during the Conference: Russian, English.

According to the results of the Conference most outstanding works meeting the requirements
of scientific design will be published in the scientific collection included in RSCI (Russian Science
Citation Index).

Organizers reserve the right to select works for publication independently based on oral
presentations and submitted materials.

At the end of the Conference, all participants will get certificates and diplomas for
participation in iSLaCo’2024. Information about other conference prizes will be published on the
Conference’s social networks.

II. PARTICIPATION IN DISCUSSION SECTIONS

Participation in one of the sections of the iSLaCo involves preparation of abstracts of the
report based on one of the topics proposed in the description for each section. After submitting the
abstracts of the report to the Organizing Committee, each work undergoes a competitive selection,
on the basis of which a list of participants of the final round of each section is determined and
published.

Main dates of the Conference for speakers:

Opening of registration for participants and
acceptance of abstracts January the 6th, 2024

Deadline of the registration and submission
of abstracts February the 20th, 2024

Publication of the list of participants who have
successfully passed the selection March the 15th, 2024
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Final presentation of the report at the Сonference April the 12-13th, 2024

The following sections are planned within the framework of the Сonference:

1. The Limits of Contractual Freedom:
History and Trends in the Development of Doctrine and Practice
(abstracts for the section are accepted in Russian or in English)

Section moderators:
Alexander Yurievich Zezekalo, Associate Professor of the Department of Civil Law of SPbU,

PhD in judicial science;
Anton Dmitrievich Rudokvas, Professor of the Department of Civil Law of SPbU, Acting

Head of the Department of Civil Law of SPbU, the Doctor of juridical science.
Section Description:
The principle of contractual freedom is one of the fundamental pillars of civil relations. It

has undergone many changes throughout history, but has not achieved uniformity and clarity in its
understanding. In Roman law, not all agreements concluded by participants in civil transactions
were initially protected, but only those contractual types explicitly provided for by civil law -
contracts. Others, agreements without legal protection, were referred to as pacts. Over time, certain
types of pacts gained protection and became known as "vested pacts" (pacta vestita), while
agreements still lacking such protection were classified as "naked pacts" (pacta nuda). However,
during the reception of Roman law in medieval Europe, influenced by canon law, which considered
any breach of promise sinful and deemed the conflict between positive law and Christian morality
unacceptable, the approach prevailed that any agreement not contradicting positive law should be
afforded legal protection. This idea is expressed by the well-known maxim pacta sunt servanda,
reflecting the concept of the binding nature of any agreement entered into by the parties. As a result,
in modern law, the first aspect of the principle of contractual freedom is the possibility of judicial
protection for any civil contract, even if it does not correspond to any of the contractual types
specifically provided for and named by the legislator, unless the legal provision explicitly excludes
legal protection for that type of contract.

The second aspect of contractual freedom is the autonomy of the parties' will in terms of
their self-determination regarding entering into contractual relations or refusing to conclude a
contract, choosing a preferred counterparty, and determining the content of the contract. There is
still much ambiguity in this regard, because the complete discretion of contract law can often lead
to the infringement of the interests of the weaker party to the contractual relationship and the
violation of the public interest. Besides, the absolutization of the importance of the parties' will in
the interpretation process can lead to an obvious conflict between law and justice, and in times of
crisis, to the disruption of socio-economic life. On the other hand, the imperative limitation of the
freedom of will of participants in transactions, both in terms of choosing counterparts in contractual
relations and in terms of the arbitrariness of determining the content of the contract, can
significantly reduce the incentives for conducting economic activities that are carried out in one's
own interest and at one's own risk in a market economy.

Participants of this section are invited to discuss existing doctrinal and practical approaches
to understanding of contractual freedom, the history of its development and especially the limits of
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its validity taking into account trends in the development of contract law and the potential future
reached by applying this principle in civil transactions.

2. History and Modernity in Criminal Law:
in Search for Answers to Pressing Questions

(abstracts for the section are accepted only in Russian)

Section moderators:
Elena Vladimirovna Suslina, Associate Professor of the Department of Criminal Law of

SPbU, PhD in judicial science;
Sergey Mikhailovich Olennikov, Associate Professor of the Department of Criminal Law,

Head of the Department of Criminal Law of SPbU, PhD in judicial science.
Section Description:
There is a great need to adapt the legislation system to new realities and reforms in

conditions of development of society and technology, changes in political system and social
structures. With each new edition and new amendment, criminal law transforms and becomes more
responsive to the needs of modern society.

Nowadays Russia needs constant improvement of criminal legislation. Analysis and
assessment of the effectiveness of innovations in criminal law are important elements of law
enforcement practice. The act of law that does not work or works not as expected, requires
adjustment. Therefore difficulties and problems arising in the process of applying new standards
come to the fore.

Within the framework of this section, it is proposed to pay attention to the advantages and
disadvantages of innovations in criminal law, to consider trends in improving criminal legislation,
the intoduction of information technology (IT), as well as other prospects for the development of
criminal law of the Russian Federation in the context of the historically established system.

3. A Big Step for All Humanity
(abstracts for the section are accepted only in English)

Section moderators:
Ksenia Shestakova, Academic Director of the Master's Program "Public International Law"

of SPbU, Associate Professor of International Law of SPbU;
Ksenia Rud, lawyer, Versus Legal, alumna of the Master's program "Public International

Law".
Section Description:
On October 4, 1957, the date of the launch of the first satellite, human history took a major

change of direction and entered the space age. Upon space becoming more accessible, the
exploration and utilization of space became an arena for a race between two spacefaring states.
Today, more and more actors are interested in space activities: almost all states have their own
satellites, and private companies are increasingly willing to develop space technologies and invest
in the space sector.

The exploration and use of outer space and the development of space technologies became
synonymous with progress when the first satellite was launched. However, the rapid development of
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space activities cast doubt on old truths, including the linearity of progress, and offered novel
questions to which new researchers should search for answers. Finding the answers and adapting
the legal regulation of space activities for the modern realities of their operation is the key to the
uninterrupted development and preservation of space as a unique domain accessible to humankind.

The participants are invited to discuss topical issues in the exploration and use of outer
space, to examine from unconventional perspectives the challenges posed by the development of
artificial intelligence to the existing regulation of space law, the relationship between privacy
protection and the dissemination of satellite data. The participants are also invited to discuss the
regulation of the extraction of space resources, the applicability of international humanitarian law in
outer space, the potential of transforming outer space as an arena of the space race into global
commons, as well as to look at the legal regulation of space activities from a post-anthropocentric
perspective.

Questions to be addressed by the panel include, but are not limited to: are UN-led space
treaties prepared for the challenges posed by AI?; can a space actor extract resources beyond Earth
orbit, provided that such extraction does not pose an environmental threat? (to Earth and its orbits);
an imbalance between the globalization and proliferation of satellite data on the one hand and the
privacy rights on the other; application of the Principle of Distinction under IHL in Outer Space.

4. Sustainable Development and ESG Agenda: New Trends in Traditional
Environmental Law

(abstracts for the section are accepted in Russian or in English)

Section Moderators:
Anton Vadimovich Khoroshavin, Associate Professor of Environmental Law Protection

Department of SPbU, PhD in economic science;
Larisa Gennadievna Klyukanova, Associate Professor of Environmental Law Protection

Department of SPbU, PhD in judicial science.
Section Description:
As humanity has progressed, the impact on the environment has steadily increased, leading

to trends aimed at rationalizing the consumption of natural resources and the external effects of
human activities.

Throughout the history of formation of the Russian state, there have also been moments of
regulatory development that prevented excessive use of natural resources, both in pre-revolutionary
and Soviet times. Today, concepts such as sustainable development and ESG (Environmental,
Social, Governance) have gained recognition, promoting ideas for reducing negative impacts on the
environment. In particular, the ESG framework formulates the main goals and objectives, as well as
the behavior model of entities, especially large businesses that recognize their responsibility for the
future of the planet. Participants of the section are invited to explore whether these modern trends
are new movements driven by current global issues or whether they represent the natural
development of ideas that have long existed in human society and have evolved in environmental
and land legal regulations.

5. Lawsuits for the Protection of an Indeterminate Circle of Persons:
Past, Present, and Future
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(abstracts for the section are accepted only in Russian)

Section Moderator:
Ivan Viktorovich Lyubin, Assistant at the Civil Procedure Department of SPbU.
Section Description:
Lawsuits for the protection of an indeterminate circle of persons have undergone significant

transformations over time. Currently, several aspects of their regulation remain problematic. For
example, the very existence of lawsuits for the protection of an indeterminate circle of persons
raises questions about the criteria for distinguishing between the interests of a group of individuals
and the interests of an indeterminate circle of persons.

The ability of authorized individuals, as provided by procedural codes, to file lawsuits for
the protection of an indeterminate circle of persons may contradict the interests of citizens and
conflict with their other opportunities for independent legal protection. However, this ability also
has a number of advantages.

This section aims to discuss the history of the development of the institution of lawsuits for
the protection of an indeterminate circle of persons, the significance, content, and outcomes of the
reforms carried out, the current problems that arise in their filing and consideration, as well as the
possible prospects for the development and improvement of the regulation of this institution.

6. Works of Art through Lawyer’s Eyes
(abstracts for the section are accepted only in Russian)

Section Moderators:
Vladislav Vladimirovich Arkhipov, Head of the Department of Theory and History of State

and Law of SPbU, the Doctor of juridical science;
Mikhail Zinovievich Schwartz, Professor of the Department of Civil Procedure of SPbU,

Acting Head of the Department of Civil Procedure of SPbU, PhD in judicial science.
Section Description:
During its existence, the Law Faculty of SPbU has graduated many specialists who later

became prominent figures in the arts. Among them are N. Roerich, A. Blok, and many others.
Artists and creators cannot ignore legal reality, that is why many artworks contain references to
various legal institutions. Some authors create their own world with a unique legal system, while
others criticize our legal reality. In this section, students are invited to discuss the most vivid
reflections of legal reality in art. Works can be dedicated to analysis of the artistic disclosure of a
legal institute or a phenomenon in a work of art (its role in the plot, how (realistic, comically,
satirically, etc.) legal aspects of social relations are demonstrated, how social functions of law are
shown; the process of implementation of legal rules into public consciousness; practical result of
legal regulation and its correspondence to the legal model, etc.). For example, one can consider the
legal nature of the concession concluded between Hippolyte Vorobyaninov and Ostap Bender,
characters from the book "The Twelve Chairs" by I. Ilf and E. Petrov; evaluate the actions
committed by Georges Miloslavsky in the present and in the past; or discuss the peculiarities of a
jury trial depicted in the movie "12" by N. Mikhalkov.
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Additionally, participants are encouraged to demonstrate the critical eye of true lawyers and
identify the most vivid or frequently encountered legal mistakes, myths or misconceptions
conveyed through art, both in the past and present, and debunk them! Students can also examine
specific aspects of the influence of contemporary law on art, such as discussing the legal
mechanisms regulating the creation of specific intellectual property objects, tracing the evolution of
norms and the need for their updates.

7. Works of Art through the Eyes of a Lawyer
SECTION FOR STUDENTS OF SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

(SCHOOLS, LYCEUMS, GYMNASIUMS)
(abstracts for the section are accepted only in Russian)

Section Moderators:
Vladislav Vladimirovich Arkhipov, Head of the Department of Theory and History of State

and Law of SPbU, the Doctor of juridical science;
Mikhail Zinovievich Schwartz, Professor of the Department of Civil Procedure of SPbU,

Acting Head of the Department of Civil Procedure of SPbU, PhD in judicial science.
Section Description:
Throughout its existence, the Law Faculty of SPbU has graduated many specialists who later

became prominent figures in the arts. Among them are N. Roerich, A. Blok, and many others.
Artists and creators cannot ignore legal reality, so many works contain references to various legal
institutions. Some authors create their own world with a unique legal system, while others criticize
our legal reality. In this section, students are invited to discuss the most pressing reflections of legal
reality in art. Works can be dedicated to analysis of the artistic disclosure of a legal institute or a
phenomenon in a work of art (its role in the plot, how (realistic, comically, satirically, etc.) legal
aspects of social relations are demonstrated, how social functions of law are shown; the process of
implementation of legal rules into public consciousness; practical result of legal regulation and its
correspondence to the legal model, etc.). specific phenomena or legal institutions which may be
examined on how they are depicted in works of art – accurately or inaccurately, objectively or with
bias. For example, one can consider the legal nature of the concession concluded between Hippolyte
Vorobyaninov and Ostap Bender, characters from the book "The Twelve Chairs" by I. Ilf and E.
Petrov; evaluate the actions committed by Georges Miloslavsky in the present and the past; or
discuss the peculiarities of a jury trial depicted in the movie "12" by N. Mikhalkov.

Additionally, participants are encouraged to demonstrate the critical eye of true lawyers and
identify the most vivid or frequently encountered legal mistakes, myths, or misconceptions
conveyed through art, both in the past and present, and debunk them! Students can also examine
specific aspects of the influence of contemporary law on art, such as discussing the legal
mechanisms regulating the creation of specific intellectual property objects, tracing the evolution of
norms and the need for their updates.

The procedure for submitting applications for participation in the Conference
as a speaker:

1. Choose the section you are interested in, prepare abstracts of your report.
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Please, note that participation as a speaker is allowed only in one section. Abstracts may be written
in co-authorship, but no more than two co-authors can participate with it.

2. Fill in the appropriate registration form at https://islaco.spbu.ru.
In case of writing a work in co-authorship, the registration form must be completed once, indicating
that the abstracts of the report are prepared in co-authorship.

3. If you have not received a response letter from the Organizing Committee, check the status of
your application by sending an email to the Committee.

4. The Organizing Committee reserves the right to refuse to accept an application for
participation in case the abstracts of reports do not meet all the requirements of registration or do
not match the declared topic of the section. In case the abstracts contain numerous spelling and
punctuation errors, they will not be accepted either.

Competitive selection

Abstracts are the subject to mandatory competitive selection before the presentation of an
oral report on the days of the conference. The main criteria for competitive selection:

● Correspondence of the abstracts of the report to the topic of the Conference and the
section;

● Relevance and validity of the chosen problem;
● Qualitative statement of the legal position on the chosen problem;
● The use of scientific sources and (or) judicial practice;
● Independence (the reports of the participants are checked by the Anti-Plagiarism system,

work with an indicator below 75% is not allowed).

The Organizing Committee reserves the right not to indicate the reasons of failure
in the competitive selection.

Design requirements for abstracts

1. Max. volume of abstracts - 5 pages;
2. Font – Times New Roman;
3. Font size – 14;
4. Line spacing – 1,5;
5. Margins – 20 mm (all sides);
6. Paragraph indentation – 1,25;
7. Page width alignment;
8. Design of footnotes (font) – Times New Roman;
9. Design of footnotes (font size) – 10;
10. Page numbering – in the center, footer;
11. List of sources is not required;
12. Example of the name of the document: «Section № _. Tom Brown».
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13. Example of design of abstracts - Annex №1 attached to the Information letter.

III. PARTICIPATION AS A LISTENER

It is allowed to participate offline as a listener during the discussion sections and master
classes of iSLaCo.

Participation as a speaker in a discussion section provides the right to visit other conference
activities. Extra registration is not required.

Main dates of the Conference for listeners

Opening of registration of listeners January 6, 2024

Closing of accepting applications from listeners March 4, 2024

Publication of the list of listeners March 12, 2024

Participation in the conference April 12-13, 2024

The procedure for submitting applications for participation in the Conference as a
listener:

1. Fill in the appropriate registration form on the website: https://islaco.spbu.ru.

2. If you have not received a response letter from the Organizing Committee, check the status
of your application by sending an email to the Committee.

IV. OTHER CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION

➢ Participation in the conference is free of charge;
➢ The organizers do not compensate the participants' expenses related to participation in the

conference;
➢ Communication with the Organizing Committee of the Conference is carried out by e-mails

specified in the registration forms. Messages sent to the specified e-mail addresses are
considered delivered to the participants of the Conference;

➢ The Organizing Committee reserves the right to change and supplement the conditions of
iSLaCo’24.
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V. CONTACT INFORMATION

Official website: http://islaco.spbu.ru

Mail: islaco@spbu.ru
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